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BACKGROUND
Introduction
Carnegie Mellon University
Founded in 1900 by Andrew Carnegie 
14,458 students from 109 countries 
47%UG, 53% Grad
1,391 Faculty from 51 countries
Source: CMU Fact Sheet 
https://www.cmu.edu/assets/pdfs/cmu-fact-sheet-18Jan19.pdf 
My Heart is in the Work
Repository Landscape at CMU (Pre-2017)
Traditional IR
Archives Data Repository
Research Showcase Repository
Est. 2008
Digital Commons platform
Traditional IR/ETD repository
No usage of DC 
Publishing Platform
Not designed to handle 
Research Data/Unique Content
Evolution of Repository Services at CMU
October 2008 – Creation of Research Showcase Repository (Digital Commons)
February 2015 – First dataset accepted by CMU Libraries, added to archival repository
February 2015 –  CMU evaluates repository solutions for new data repository and other repository needs
October 2015 – Formation of the Digital Repository Task Force to evaluate repository solutions
October 2015 - May 2016 – CMU Evaluates RIM Systems and related platforms and services
February 2017 – CMU and Digital Science announce strategic development partnership
February – March 2017 – CMU Libraries conducts campus-wide naming contest for new repository
April 2017 - KiltHub Repository becomes operational, deposits first dataset
KiltHub 
Repository
Institutional 
Repository
Data 
Repository
Comprehensive  
Repository

Weaving the Fabric of Research: The Warp and Weft
Research Data
A dataset is typically a ﬁle or collection of ﬁles and its corresponding metadata. This 
metadata may include preservation and presentation information, as well as annotations 
and ancillary content that is associated with the data. KiltHub is limited in scope to the raw 
data, or data that supports the claims made in publications/presentations/ﬁgures.
Scholarly Outputs
When evaluating scholarly outputs for inclusion in KiltHub, scholarly outputs should be 
broadly understood to mean the published or otherwise publicly presented outputs, 
created by individuals or units within Carnegie Mellon University in the course of their 
scholarly or professional work that represents the intellectual life and academic endeavor 
of the university, and may have enduring value.
kilthub.cmu.edu
kilthub.cmu.edu
MIGRATION
Why Migrate?
Why Migrate?
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Server Location URL
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Download/View Files
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Download/Views (All Time)
GEO Download Files
By Series/Collection
Downloads by Country 
Collections to Groups
Collections to Groups
Schemas/Collections to Content Types
Research Showcase
Publications (Green OA)
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Journals
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Books
KiltHub/Figshare
Publication
Presentation
Thesis
Book
Metadata Mapping
Metadata Mapping
Migration Spreadsheets Step 1
Item level 
Metadata
And Content
GeoStats
Item level 
Downloads/View
Migration Spreadsheets Step 2
Metadata, Views, 
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Content
GeoStats
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Record 
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DOI
Figshare Spreadsheets
Metadata, Views, Downloads, AND 
DOIs
Timeframe of Repository Migration
December 2017 – First meetings with Figshare to scope migration and processes
January - February 2018 – Prepared Research Showcase for migration
February  - March 2018 –  Confirmed workflows and procedures for verification with Figshare
March - May 2018 – Migration of repository content to KiltHub
May - June 2018 - Content verification and confirmation
July 01, 2018 - Research Showcase officially shuttered
July - August, 2018 - Redirect is established for former links from Research Showcase to KiltHub DOIs
Repository Migration 
Migrated 33,000 plus records between January - May 2018
BEYOND 
MIGRATION
Should it all be Migrated?
Volume 1-7 
Published on Research Showcase
Volume 8 - Forward
Published by the Labor Dynamics Institute at Cornell University
 
Link Resolving
http://repository.cmu.edu https://kilthub.cmu.edu
Link Resolving
http://repository.cmu.edu/psychology/1389 https://doi.org/10.1184/R1/6613094.v1
Migration Eﬀects on the Repository
https://doi.org/10.1184/R1/8256968.v1
?
Migration Eﬀects on Users
Migration Eﬀects on Users
https://doi.org/10.1021/acsnano.5b07472.s001
Migration Eﬀects on Users
Migration Eﬀects on Authors
Migration Eﬀects on Authors
Migration Eﬀects on Authors
Migration Eﬀects on Authors
Integrated in the landscape
collect
analyze
share
archive
plan
Integrations
THE SCE at CMU
 CMU’s Integrated Repository
Monitoring OA Status 
and Engagement
Metadata Harvesting & Content Matching
Content Verification, Submission, and Deposit 
Final 
Thoughts
Final Thoughts
Should it all be migrated?
Content, Metadata, AND USAGE
Greater Good vs. Loss of Functions/Services
The Next Migration is ALWAYS Coming
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https://kilthub.cmu.edu
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 http://library.cmu.edu/kilthub/about
